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About This Game

Join our Discord to meet other players!

Battle online across diverse maps in this VR shooter with realistic gun mechanics, and deep gameplay mechanics rife with
endless possibilities. Outrageous but realistic combat situations. Wild fun, contains gameplay elements to master, and features

unique gameplay mechanics. Tactical teamwork and strategy is required to win across all our target rich environments.

Three game modes:
-Hunt - Load out you character and team through loot boxes with a shared pool of lives you have to preserve.

-Hostage - Either defend or rescue the hostages to win.
-SLAYER Coop or single player - Survive with friends against an onslaught of challenging enemies

Gameplay:
-Wide array of guns, characters, melee weapons, and explosives.

- Full roomscale support, run in place sprinting, climbing, and zip lines!
-Weapons have interactive sweep. You can rest guns on ledges and melee requires velocity when swinging to do damage.

-Interactive levels with working doors, loot boxes, and explosive barrels. (More to come VERY soon.)
-Weapon attachments to enhance capabilities depending on the environment

-Unique inventory system with great reliability and quick management.
-In game team VOIP

-Bot support to fill teams if selected
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Title: In League
Genre: Action, Adventure, Early Access
Developer:
Fatmoth Interactive, Potato Face Games
Publisher:
Fatmoth Interactive
Release Date: 4 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: i3

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 980

Storage: 6 GB available space

English
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Its fun to play with friends and its gameplay is different from most fighting games nowadays. Online is kinda dead, but if you
can get to play this with friends, its definitely worth it. This game was exactly what I was hoping it would be, a delightful call
back to the early Zelda games; particularly A Link To The Past. Though instead of someone descended from a knightly
bloodline or sword training, you're a just a young man from the city using a magical bracelet with swappable orbs after a witch
price gouged you for it. It's fun and has a few quest lines that enrich the world as you go forth to save your coma cursed father.

Pros:
World has a back story and mythology instead of generic doomed land, that works better parodies
Plot is decent for this type of game, it could have just gone full blown parody and be done with it
Puzzles feel like fun puzzles as opposed to obstacles.

Cons:
Writing could be a bit better, but might be more due to some loss in translation
Until the very last bracelet upgrade Mana regen can be overly slow
Aura quest pickups outside your ability to complete can't be skipped(as of this review it seems devs are seeking to resolve this
con so Awesome there!)
TRUFFLE FINDING-This quest line drove me insane.

Overall for meeting my expectations I'm giving this game a 4.5/5. Awesome little game, great controls and nice clean art style.
Still need to git gud to rescue pineapple. Can't wait for sequal.. They really dumbed down the game with this sequel. Can't risk
stunning yourself with overpowers anymore. Can't queue up attacks to work the second you have enough energy so you have to
micromanage fights way more. They dump the most busted character in the game on your head in like the third mission.
Everyone keeps doing this weird anime face in the cutscenes. Presentation improved significantly though.

Playing it a bit more they definitely made the joke characters like bullet much more viable. Hardest difficulty is a bit too easy
though. They basically flipped the playstyle from cheesing everything with thrown boulders slapping enemies out of the map to
actually relying on the strengths of characters. It's a pretty drastic change honestly that makes the game more fun but less
intelligent in a sense. Bit of a harbinger of the future of games.. This game screams potential. Even just in early access, there is
a nice assortment of random "events" that can occur on every mission and each result depends on the choices you make for your
group of characters. Think pen and paper RP where the game is your DM and the decision to investigate those "...strangely out
of place rocks" lands your poor group face to face with a lava golem. I'm certain the gravedigger and that golem are in cahoots!

There's talk on other boards of the game being to difficult in the beginning and unbalanced. I agree with some of it to a point
but most is exaggerated. Each combat where you meet a creature for the first time has a nicely detailed explanation of what
their strengths and weaknesses are. Be distracted at your poor group's peril. This is a game where tactics matter. Terrain,
distance to targets, movement range, positioning, available attacks; they all come into play when you're hanging on by a thread
and the reward for getting your group through th efight is much more than the gold and XP. There isn't an RPG out there where
the creatures don't love a rambunctious, "CHARGE!," player eager to give that dang gravedigger his quota. See mention of
golem above...

I've never been a fan of permadeath but when it fits the difficulty and "death" can largely be blamed on my own "mistakes," I
don't mind it at all. It builds character. Or in this case, it ends character(s)? If I must fault this game as it stands right now, I will
say that combat does seem to run a bit slow. It can become monotonous. However, realizing that you don't have to wait for one
character to finish an attack before assigning another task to a different character seems to compensate for the monotony. Still, I
fear it may be a sadly distracting side-effect of the game to a few who would otherwise be fans.

I thoroughly recommend Storm Guard: Darkness is Coming to anyone even slightly curious about it. It is enjoyable,
entertaining, and if you don't play it on that wimpy "easy" setting, its a nice challenge for an RP experience. I'd curse that golem
again happily as it toasts another of my groups.

Enjoy!
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Oh, Jack, where did you go wrong with 3? It's slow, the bad jokes are really just bad and it isn't as entertaining... Did I mention
slow? you feel like the game is dragging and just don't want to play 3. All my opinion, but I would skip this one... Simple yet
lovely game. Great story, although playing more than 2 hours at once makes you feel it's little repetitive.. Simple, casual,
outdated visuals - but hell, there is indeed soem fun hidden in this one!

Chasing the sweet spot on the Oil market for tgetting the best $ for your precious black gold is quite entertaining, also betting on
your own capability to fulfill high-risk contracts in the future, especially when one of the random events kicks in.

A nice small business simulation, will update here after I play more.. Tried to get an internship,
came back with a flyer of this game.
10\/10 would apply again.

P.s. Fun and challenging game, even against A.I.. It's utter crap, Don't buy it because the preview doesn't correspond to the
game. Laraan is a... non-textured Unity tech demo of "look what I can do" student that seeks for his first job.. BEST GAME TO
PLAY WITH FRIENDS/FAMILY!!!
One Of The BEST Family Game I've Played!!!

Quick how to play video:
Here is a quick walkthrough on the basics for our upcoming demo. (sorry about the loud BG sound)

Don't forget to join our discord to meet other players and report bugs!
https://discord.gg/8SCcKcY

https://youtu.be/Bgz1DpWDbfs. Small patch 5:
Just a small patch I wanted to get out, while I continue working on the missions. Most of the work is under the hood with
adjustments and optimizations, but the main things noticeable.

-Tighter gun control, attemting to reduce the floatyness noticed in UE4 games
-Laser sight on p90 now still works when 2 handed.
-Climbing is now 99.9% consitent and way easier to use.. New article from VR scout!:
Hey all,
Gabriel Moss was kind enough to do a feature on In League! You can read the article here.
https://vrscout.com/news/chatting-with-the-developers-of-tactical-vr-shooter-in-league/. Update 4 is now out!:
Thanks to feedback we did a ton of improvements and a few rounds of polish this week. I will be pushing these to the demo
shortly, and will probably be the last update to the demo.

Change list:
-Slayer bots won't steal loot anymore
-Reduced volume on gun shots and impacts so you can still talk to other players
-Heal sound is fixed
-Can't accidentally revive a dead player anymore
-Forced bot spawn if user forgets to pick a team
-Bigger grab radius on some items so it snaps to grip easier
-More natural default hand position (more similar to Onward/Pavlov ect)
-Fixed up climbing more
-Recoil on 2 handed weapons now reduced to 1/3 vs 1/2 it was before when double gripped
-Throw distance on items increased. Matches more closely to IRL throw distance and feels more natural
-Sprint when pressed maintaines walk speed still and just increases to max when physical sprint action is taken
-Fixed up bot behavior more to stop them sticking sometimes
-Reduced time moving between levels. Appears to still work, and will be more comfortable to players.

Also working on some really cool new stuff I can't wait to show! Creating a system that will generate missions to be played
single player or coop, and also working on bosses. The new system should generate procedural levels and procedural missions so
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each play through will be a bit different. Still needs a lot of work, but soon the base systems will be complete.This will allow
new content to be more rapidly generated in the future.
. Day 1 hotfix:
Thank you for the feedback so far!

Please remember if you have any issues/bugs/feedback let us know.

-sound variants on hit are higher for more variation
-sticking on ledges (mainly Abandon) are fixed
-Sounds in starting room are waaay down even more. Was driving me insane too
-Crowbar on oculus should be fixed
-higher tolerance on climb
-Performance improvements over the network
-misc me fidgeting with stuff to make it better

ALSO, we are testing the full OpenVR option in our seperate brance before going to main. Should improve perf for Oculus
users more, and make more of the Steam specific funtions useable. If you want access to try it just hit me up here or Discord, as
Im not sure I should make the PW for it public? This will be available in like 20 min once its done packaging.
. Demo updated!:
Just updated the demo:

-SLAYER COOP: Team up with friends or play solo while you wait and take on hordes of enemies as you try to survive (demo
version only)
-Better bots that look like the playable characters with variable weapons and better movement
-Updated sounds to all the holstering
-Trap improvements
-One shotgun to check out
-Misc bug fixes

Don't forget to join our discord to find other people to play with!
 https://discord.gg/EzzzhHt
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